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SUMMARY 

The decrease of product water flux in tubular reverse osmosis apparztus due 
to pressure drop in the membrane support liner is analyzed. An efficiency is defined 
and a criterion for optimum hole spacing is formtdated. 

B - dimensionless parameter (Eq. (2)) 
h - membrane permeability (volume flow rate per unit area and unit pressure 

difiwencc) 
k - liner resistance (volume fiow rate per unit width and unit pressure gradient) 
P - dimensionless pressure (Eq. (2)) 

P - pressure 

PI - pressure on brine side 
R - dimensionless radius (Eq. (2)) 

&I - dimensiontess hole radius 
f - radial coordinate 

r0 - hoie radius 

r, - outer radius of unit cell 

‘I - efficiency (Eq. (6)) 

INTRODUCTION 

In the tubular configuration of reverse osmosis apparatus, a tubular mem- 
brane is inserted into a high-pressure tube in which small holes are drilled at 
regular intervals (I). A “liner” of backing material, such as woven cloth, is required 
between the membrane and the pipe waU. The liner helps to prevent damage to the 
membrane, and, more important, allows a low resistance path for the product 
water which permeates the membrane to diffuse towards the perforations in the 
support tube. Still, the liner, pressed against the support tube with a typical 
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pressure of 40 atmospheres. presents some resistance to the product water Sow. 
Thus, there is a pressure gradient an the product water side of the membrane 
which reckes the e!liciency of the process. since the product water flux is directly 
related to the pressure diRerencc across the membrane. This effect becomes more 
pronounced as the distance between the holes increases. However, drilling too 
many holes not only results in weaker support tubes but atso increases their price. 
The purpose of this note is to suggest a simple model which will help in determining 
an optimum perfbration spacing. (R is noted that some reverse osmosis systems 
use porous tcbinp, where this problem does not exist.) 

Taking account of the thinness of the backing doth we develop the tubular 
geometry and consider a plane layer of backing cloth sandwiched between a 
metat u&l and a membrane (Fig. I ). The cJoth liner is charasterized by its overalf 

Fig. 1. Flow model. 

resistance k, which is essentially the volume flow rate through the liner per unit 
width and unit pressure gradient_ It should be noted that the thickness of the liner 

is inmrporated into this definition of k. The membrane is characterized by its 
permeabjlity ft *hich is the product flow rate through the membrane per unit are3 

and unit pressure difference. The governing equation for the pressure JI in the 
liner, assuming k and h constant, is 

kv’p + h[p, - p) = 0 
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where p, is the high pressure on the brine side of the membrane. ‘The boundary 
condition at the hole in the support tube isp = 0. The otber boundary condition. 
will be a symmetry condition depending on the hole spacing. 

Tke most efficient hole arrangement would be hexagonal (i.e. staggered). 
To simplify the analysis, we consider a unit circular cell around a single hole, the 
radius of the circle being equal to one-half the distance. between neighboring holes. 
(An extension to other geometries is straightforward but leads to a numerical 
solution. This would yield more exact, but less general results.) We choose the 
origin at the center of the hole and denote thr: hole radius by r. and the outor 
radius of the unit cell by r,. Introducing dimensionless variables, denoted by 
capital letters, 

P = P,U - PI 

r = Rr, 

32 - h;: 

we obtain equation (1) in the form 

R2 d’p + R dP -- 
dR2 

B2R2P = 0 
dR 

with tke boundary conditions: 

R=R,: P=l 

R d&=0. = 

(2) 

(3) 

Note that in this formulation the problem is analogous to the circular fin 
problem in heat transfer. where B’ is analogous to the Riot number. 

Tke solution of (3). (4) is 

where IO, I,, K,, K,, are modified Bessel functions. 
An efficiency q can be defined as the ratio of the actual product water flux 

for given B and R. and the maximum fiux with no pressure loss in the liner. Thus 

= (R; + f Pd(R2)) = R; + 2R,t?,(B~K,(BRo~ - K,@V,@Ro)l 
NJ:I,(BRo)K,@) + Kc@R&,(BII 

(6) 

RO 
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PARAM~ VALUES 

The problem is governed by the four parameters ro, r. h, and k. The hole 
radius r, is determined by membrane strength considerations and is usually about 
0.7 mm. Th:: membrane permeability coefficient h is a known membrane charac- 
teristic (I), typicdfy in the range 2 x IO- ’ cm/&c. atm). 

To determine vafues of the liner flow resistance k under typical conditions, 
a small test unit was built. It consists of a 19 mm ID x 350 mm copper tube 
with two rows of holes drilled around itscircumferencc255 mmapart. A membrane, 
mounted on a rubber tube, with the liner cloth wound around it is introduced into 

the copper tube and a const.mt water pressure is maintained inside the rubber 
tube. Thus, the hner is pressed between the support tube and the membrane while 
the rubber tube prevents water flux through the membrane. Water under pressure 
is then introduced into one circumferential row of holes and collected at the other 
row. The dependence of the water flux on the inlet pressure determines k for the 
given liner and configuration. For a liner of the type used at the Coaiinga (1) and 
Yotvatah reverse osmosis de&nation plants*, at an operating pressure of 40 
atm. a typiczt value for k is 

k = 3 x iO-2cm3/(sec. atm). 

Thus, for hole distances in the range 20-400 mm, typical values of B will be O.OSl. 

RFSUL.TS 

Fig. 2 shows the pressure distribution as a function of R, with B and R, 
as parameters. Fig. 3 shows the efficiency q as a function of B with R. as a para- 
meter. 

--- &=Oos 

-- R&un 

- R@-ocl 

Fig. 2. Pressure in iiitr as a function of the radius_ 

l Two wraps of French Fabric 70 Denier 66 Nylon cloth. 
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Fig. 3. Efficiency. 

The results show that the maximum pressure _eradient occurs near the hole 
and that for a given B the hole diameter has a significant influence on the pressure 
distribution and efficiency. This is due to the fact that the water flux in the liner 
attains its maximum near the hofe together with the fact that the velocity increases 
with the inverse of the radius. 

This analysis provides a simple criterion for determining an optimum hole 

spacing for reverse osmosis tubes. For existing membranes and liner a hole spacing 

of about 70-100 mm is reasonable. 
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